
September 25, 2021

2021-2022 Ottawa Hunt Club Curling Protocols

Welcome to the 2021-2022 Curling Season! This season will operate closer to the type of curling we
are used to, but there will still be a number of protocols to follow. The protocols below are the official
protocols for the 2021-2022 curling season and, as such, all players must adhere to them. Ensuring
compliance with these protocols is everyone’s responsibility, however, we ask that each skip take an
active role in reminding team members to follow the protocols.

1) All curlers must adhere to Provincial Government Regulations and the Club’s Vaccination Policy.
This means that individuals wishing to curl must be fully vaccinated.

2) The Club is returning to 6-sheets of ice.
3) The Club should be accessed via the Front/Main Entrance. Other access points may be locked.
4) Locker rooms are available. Members should arrive as ready as possible to play. Eliminate any

unnecessary time in locker rooms.
5) Masks must be worn in the clubhouse. Masks may be removed once you are on your sheet and

ready to start play. Continued mask use is encouraged at all times during play.
6) Sweeping: Two sweepers are allowed. Mask use is strongly encouraged when using two

sweepers.
7) Skip Sweeping: Both skips will be able to sweep as per normal curling rules.
8) There will be no pre-game warm-up/practice stones delivered. Warm-up slides only!
9) Practice Ice: Available during designated times. Please wipe stones used when done.
10) Pre-game and post-game handshakes will be replaced by brush head bumps or a hardy wave.
11) Last Rock: Please bring your own coin or use an alternative method to determine the last rock.
12) The ice has “Please stand here” markers in the ice. Non-throwing team should be positioned on

these markers. Avoid grouping in/near the rings.
13) Curling stones: All stones should be wiped down before the start of the game. Players select

their two stones to be used during the draw, with no interchanging of stones during a game.
Players should not handle any stones other than their own. Only broom heads or curler’s feet
should be used to move rocks.

14) Measuring devices: The following protocol must be followed: remove curling gloves, sanitize
hands, pick up measuring device, conduct measurement, return measure device to its normal
location, and sanitize hands.

15) Score: Scoreboards will be used again this year. Winning team to record score after the game.
16) Game time: There will be 2:25 minutes between draws. For evening doubleheaders the start

times will be 5:50 and 8:15.
17) Game length: games will be scheduled in two (2) hour blocks. You will need to follow time on the

digital clock. Similar to last year, teams can not start a new end if there is 10 minutes or less
remaining in your time slot (i.e. with a 5:50 start the last end must start before the clock shows
7:40). These times will be posted at both ends of the ice.

18) Tie games: Games will end in a tie. There will be no tie breakers during league play.
19) Post game refreshments will be split between the curling lounge and the Willie Park Lounge.

Please spread out. Provincial rules currently permit the return of 8 people per table. Please
respect your opponents decision if they are more comfortable sitting with only their
teammates. Because of this, the post game practice of buying your opponent a drink will be
suspended again this season.

20) Our guidelines are based on today’s available information. We anticipate changes will
occur; please do not hesitate to ask for clarification on any of our new guidelines. Thank
you! Enjoy your Game.


